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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of education must always
I

be twofold: to

teach a variety of knowledge and to teach the skills

necessary for applying that knowledge to new probkems or

situations. These twin goals are perhaps achLeved'most

successfully thr4gh what is usually called the Socratic

method .of teaching; The Socratic method originated in the
I

Meno dialogue of Plato (1924), but the method has reappeared

in different guises throughout history/(e.g., the inquiry

method, the case method) as it has beep/ applied to different

/4
kinds of knowledge. The central 'notion is to force the

student to reason for himself, to derive general .principles

from specific cases, and to apply the general principles

that have been learned to new cases.

( In the Socratic method the student learns three kinds

oti things: (1) specific information about a variety of

cases; (2) the causal dependencies or prin4iples that

underlie these cases; and (3) a variety of reasoning skills.

These include such abilities as formrqg hypotheses, testing

hypotheses, distinguishing between necessary and sufficient

conditions, making uncertain predictigns, determining the

reliability or limitation of these predictions, and asking

the right questions when there is not enough information to

make a prediction.
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c.

The objective of this papeat is to. define

terms wh?t the,N.Socratic method is and how in fact it

accomplishes.thesetgoals. To this end, I have examined a

varleiy,of dialogues inyolving the Socratic method and tried

to formalize the tutoring strategy used.in these dialogues

.as pattern-action rules ar production rules (Newell & Simon,

1972), which take the form'"If in situation X, do Y". The

purpose of writing the rules as productions, is to express

the theory in a procedural formalism, that is independent of

the particular content I will also try to specify the

reasoning skills that each particular production rule is

designed to elicit.

But what is the use of such a dieory? The specific use

I see is in developing 0 intelligent CAI system (Brown &

Burton, 1975; Collins et' al., 1975; Goldstein, Papert &

Minsky, in press), that can apply as many of these

strategies as possible in tutoring causal knowledge and

reasoning. Heretofore the Socratic method has not been

considered viable for education generaly, because it is a -

one-on-one teaching strategy (though R.C. Anderson points .

opt/it can be used very successfully in a class). However,

the deyeloping technology for building intelligent CAI

systems may make it possible to teach many more students

with such a tutoring strategy.

More generally the reason for trying to specify the

G
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Socratic method is t frommove it fm the domain. of folk wisdom

to science. By attempting to fotimulate the Socratic method

as a set of strategies, other theorists have something

specific to challenge or revise. Once science has something

:to, chew on, it will inevitably grind the thing into shape.

A THEORY OF SOCRATIC TUTORING

While in one Sense the Socratic method is a single

approach that involves teaching thhstudent to reason from

cases, in another sense it is made up' of a variety of

spetific strategies that good teachers hit upon in the

course of their teaching. Some hit upon one set, some upori

another, thought there is usually some overlap. There is-

little need for teachers to verbalize those .strategies,

since their application only depends on/an intuitive feel as

to how to use them. If they are taught, they are usually

taught by example. So there is no very specific body of

knowledge about the .Socratic method, and hedbe there is no

theory to be extended and refined._. In fact until computers

provided us with formalisms for expressing "process models,"

it unlikely th't anyone would have thought of

constructing a specifiotheory about such a thing as the

Socratic method..

,In order to develop a computational theory of the

Socratic method, I have been looking at a* variety of

7



dialogues, These included sbme dialogues that I conducted

myself to teach causal dependencies about geogrdphy (Collins

et al., 1975), several hypothetiOal trialogues developed by

R.C. Anderson (19th to illustrate aspects of the Socratic

method; and several dialogues pro used by the Socratic

system developed. by Feurzeig ( urzeig, Munter, Swets, &

Breen, 1964; Swets & Feurzeig, 19651. The objective is to

extract from these dialogues most of the specific strategies

that occur and phrase them as production ruleS. There is no

guarantee of
<
exhaustiveness in this approach,' but it should

()'be possible 11 capture the major strategies.

The production'rules are'formulated in terms of the

functional dependencies in knowledge and general- Situations

that occur in a dialogue. Different rules can often be used

in the same. situation And.sometimes application of one can

be delayed until after application of anaher. Similarly,

Sometimes one rule iac natural follow up to another rule. So

what isn't apparent in the enumeration of the rules is the

structure of interactions between different rules. This.

requires a second order theory of teaching strategy that

incorporates a notion of what rules are most appropriate to
.\

invoke.in different situations.

In order to explain the terminology used in the rules

that will be presented, it is helpful to wconsiden an

example. Figure 1 shows the causal dependencies derived by

8
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I

Fig. 1 A student's analysis of the causal factors

affecting rice growing.

5
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a student in one of the dialogues that rconducted on rice

;Towing (Collins,' et al., 1975). Rice gr6wing is the

dependent variable, and in this case it is treated as having

two possible values: either you can grow rice or you can't.

Unlike rice _growing, which the student treated as a'

threshold function, many dependent variables are treated as

continuous functions (e.g. a place is colder or warmer),

where there is a continuous range of values.

During the course of the dialogue the student

identifie6 ./Qr factors affecting rice growing:

fresh water, a flat area, fertile soil, and warm

temperature. These were configured as shown in the diagram.

The factors (or functional determinants) such as heavy

rainfall or flab terrain are linked. to rice groWing through

chains with various intermediate steps. n fact any nod in

a chain can be considered as a factor. The diagram itself

represents only a top-level description, and any node, or

link in the diagram can be expAded indefinitely. Causal

links expand into intermediate steps, so that for example

"irrigation" can be considered an intermediate node on the

chain from "river or.lake" to "supply of fresh water".

Given the dependencies in the diagram, it is apparent

that a factor like heavy rainfall is neither, necessary nor

1 I )
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sufficient for rice growing. It is not necessary because

obtaining a supply of fresh water (which is a necessary

factor) can also be satisfied by irrigation from a river or

lake. It is not sufficient because other factors, such as a

warm temperature are required. When prior nodes are

connected into a node by an "or", any of the prior nodes is

sufficient and none 1.6 necessary with respect to that node.

For example, either heavy rainfall or .a river orra lake is a

sufficient source for fresh water, but nohe of these is

necessary for fresh water. ln contrast,'when prior nodes

are connected into a node by an "and", all of the -prior

4
nodes are necessary and none is sufficient with respect to

that node. For example, fresh water is necessary to flood a

flat area, but is not sufficient. Though heavy rainfall is

sufficient as a source of fresh water, it is not sufficient

for growing rice, because of the "ands" in the causal

structure between rainfall and rice. By moving down any of

the chains, one gets to aN41gher level of abstraction. But

it i3 not always helpful to know only the most general

causes (i.e. the nodes immediately Prior Co the dependent

variable), because the information available ) about a

particular 'case is often restricted to specifi6 factors

further back in the causal structure.

There are different kinds of dependent variables: some

vary continuously as do temperature or rainfall, and some

vary discretely. For example, diff rent diseases can be

11
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regarded as different values, onta single dimension of what's

-Wrong lath a patient. Wheat, ricer and scorn can be regarded

as different values on a dimension of what grain can be
a

grown in a given -region. There are several differences

between the diocrete and continuous cases. First, in the

discrete case there may be more or less than one. of the

values for the dependent variable present (e.g., a patient

may have more than one d sease or no disease at all),

whereas inthe continuous case there can only be one value.

Second, in the discrete case different causal factors may be

relevant for the ,prediction of different values on 'the

dependent variable (what factors are relevant for prbdicting

mumps may be different from cancer), whereas in the

continuous case the same factors are alWays relevant or

(irrelevant for making a prediction.

There is a third difference that cuts across the

discrete-continuous distinction. In cases such as medical

di gnosis or electronic troubleshooting, the causality runs

rom the dependent variable to the functional determinants

(e.g.. the disease causes the symptoms), yhereas in caseq

like grain-growing or -temperature the causality runs from

the functional determinants to the dependent variable. In

the case of identifying a letter from its features there is

no causality in either direction, but still different

letters' can be treated as values of the dependent variable

and the features as different factors. Despite these

1'
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differences in the- domains of knowledge studied, it turns

sett the: tutoring stategies can be characterized in a single

. framekork.

'I have listed below the rules .tor important, strategies)

derived so far, as well as brief explanations of why'they-

are effective strategies. Example6 of each are given. in

terms of the causal) factors for average temperature or for

growing rice. Wire examples will occur in the following

section. where the ruled are illustrated: by some of the

actual dialogues from which they were derived.

RULE 1: Ask about a known case

If 1) it is the start of a dialogue, or

2) there is no other strategy to invoke,

then 3) pick a well-known case,and ask what

the value of the dependent variable is for that

caSe, or

Ilask the student if he knows a case. with a

particular value on the dependent variable.

EXAMPLE:

Ask the student "Do they grow rice in China?" or

"Do youknow any'place where rice is grown?"

REASON FOR USE:

It brings out any well-known .cases the student knows

about such as rice growing in China.

13
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RULE 2: Ask for any factors.

If 1) a student asserts that a case has a particular

value on-the dependent variable,

then 2) ask the student why.

EXAMPLE:

If a student says they grow rice in China, ask why.
ra

REASON FOR USE:.

This determines what causal factors or chains the

student knows about.

RULE 3: Askfor lintermediate factors

If 1). the student gives as an explanation a factor that

is not an' immediate cause in the causal chain,

then 2) ask for the intermediate steps.

EXAMPLE..

If the student mentions monsoons in,- China, as a reason

for rice growing, ask "Why do monsoons make it possible

to grow rice in China?"

REASON FOR USE:

This,insures that the student understands the steps

in the causal chain, for example that rice needs 1

to be flooded.

RULE 4: Ask for Prior factors

If 1) the student gives as an explanation a

factor on caAsarchain where there are

also prior factors,

then 2) ask the student for the prior factors.

14
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EXAMPLE:

If the student,mentions water as a factor in

growing rice, ask him "What do you need to get

enough water?",

REASON FOR USE:

Same as RULE 3.

RULE 5: Form a general rule for an insufficient factor

If 1) the student gives as an explanation one or

more factors that are not sufficient,

then 2) formulate a general rule asserting that

the factorgiven is sufficient and-ask

the student if the rule is true.

EXAMPLE:
4

If the student gives water as the reason they'

grow rice in China, ask him "Do you think any place

with enough water can grow rice?"

REASON FOR USE:

This forces the student to pay attention to other

causal factors.

RULE. 6: Pick g counterexample ToT., an insufficient factor

lf 1) the student givis as an explanation one or

more factors that'are not sufficient, or

2) agrees to the gener:al rule in PULE 5,

then 3) pick a counterexample that has,

the right value on the factor(s) given, but



the wrong value on the dependent variable, and

4) ask what the valPe of the dependent variable is

for that case, or

5) ask 'why the causal dependence does not hold for

that case.

EXAMPLE:

If a student gives water as the reason they grow*

rice in China or agrees that any place with enough .

watem can-grow rice, pick a place like Treland

where there is enough water and ask "Do they grow

rice in Ireland?" or "Why don't they grow rice in

Ireland?"

REASON FOR USE:

Same as RULE 5.

RULE 7: Form i giaeral rule for An unnecessaxy. factor

If 1) the dtudent gives as an explanation one or more

factors that a're not' necessary,

then 2) formulate a general rule by*asserting that ,the

the factor is necessary and ask the student if

the rule is true.

EXAMPLE:

If a student says rainfall is a reason for growing rice,

ask "Do you think it is necessary to have heavy rainfall.

in order to grow rice?"

REASON FOR USE:

This forces the student to consider the necessity of a



particular factor.

RULE 8: Pick A counterexample for An unnecessary factor

If 1) the student gives as an expOilation one or more

factors that are not necessary, or

2) the student agrees to the general rule in

RULE 7,

then 3) pick a counterexample with the wrong value on

the factor and the correct value on the dependent

variable, and

4) ask the student what the dependent value is for

that case, or

9) ask why the causal dependence doesn't told in that

case.

EXAMPLE:

If the student gives"Pelnfall as a reason for growing

rice, ask "Do you think they can gi'ow rice in Egypt?" or

"Why do they grow rice in Egypt when they don't

have much rainfall?",

REASON FOR USE:

RULE 9: Pick a case with An extreme wrong value

If 1) the student is missing a particular factor,

then 2) pick a cas* with an extreme wrong value on that

factor and ask why not there.

'EXAMPLE:

17
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If the student has not mentioned temperature with respect

to rice 'growing,- ask "Why don't they grow rice in

Alaska?"

REASON FOR USE:.

Th forces the student to pay attention to any factor he

is ignoring.

RULE 10: Pose a misleadinR Question

If 1) there is a case where a-secondary factor

overrides the primary factors,

then 2) pose a misleading question to the student, based

on the fact that the 'value of the dependent

variable is,different from what would be

predioted from the primary factors above,

or

3) pose a misleading choice as to the dependent

variable between two cases where. consideration

of the primary factors alone leads to the wrong

prediction.

EXAMPLE:

Because the tree cover in the Amazon jungle keeps

the temperature down to a high of about 85 degrees,

ask the student "Do you think the temperatures in the

Amazon jtAle reach a 100 degrees?P or "Do you

think it gets-hotter in the Amazon jungle or Texas?"

REASON FOR USE:

This forces the student to learn about common exceptions,

.13
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about secondary factors, and about the limitations

of general rules.

RULE 11: Soloify Its variable Wends on a given

factor

If 1) the student mentions a factor, but does not

specify'ho'w the dependent variable varies with that

then

factor, or

2),only partially specifies the relationship,

3) ask him to specify the relationship more precisely,

or

4) suggest a possible relationship to him.

EXAMPLE:

Ask the student "Can you say how temperature depends on

latit4de?" or "Does average temperature increase

linearly the further south you go?"

REASON FOR USE:

This forces the student to specify more precisely the

functional relation between the factor in, question and

the dependent variable.

RULE 12: Probe for A necessary factor

If 1) a student makes a wrong prediction on the

dependent variable because he has not identified

one or more necessary factors,

then 2) tell him he is wrong, and ask him'to think of

another factor' tbat is necessary.

13
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EXAMPLE:

If a Student thinks they can grow rice in Irdiand because

it's wet, point out they can't grow rice there and ask

"Pin you make a hypothesis about what other factor

is necessary for rice growing?"

REASON FOR USE:

This forces the student to use hypothesis formation as a

systematic strategy for dealing with unexplained

problems.

RULE 13: Probe Lac a sufficitnt factor

If 1) a student makes a wrong pre?ction on the dependent

variable because he treats a factor as necessary

when it is not,

then 2) tell him he is wrong, and ask him to formulate a

hypothesis about another factor that might be

sufficient.

EXAMPLE:

If a student thinks they cannot groW rice in Egypt

because there is little rain, 'point out they can grow

rice ther and ask "Can you think of what other factor

makes it possible to grow rice there?"

REASON FOR USE:

Same as RULE 12.

RULE 14: ?Abe Lac differences between 1112 gases

If 1) a student cannot think of a factor that could

20
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account for diffr'ent values of the dependent'

variable between two cases,
0

then 2) ask him to consider what the differences are

between the two cases that might account for the

difference in the dependent variable.

EXAMPLE:

If a student cannot think.of why they can grow rice in

China but not in Alaska, ask what the differences are

between China and Alaska that might account for the

difference in rice growing.

REASON FOR USE:

name -as RULE 12.

RULE 15: ReaueSt a hest 9/ the hypothesis abort a factor

If 1.) the student has formulated a hypothesis, about how

the dependent variable is related to a particular

factor,

then 2) ask him how it could be tested.

EXAMPLE:

Ask the student "if you- 1:ient'to test whether-distance
.

from the ocean affects temperature, would you compare

the temperature in January for St. Louis to Washington,

D.C. or Atlanta?"

REASON FOR USE:

By getting the_student to test hypotheses, it forces him

to learn how to control other factors that might affect

the variable.

21
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RULE 16: Afik ar A PredictIon about an unknown

If 1) a student has identified. all the primary factors

that affect the dependent variable,

then 2) pick a case that is either hypothetical or unlikely

OM.

to be known and ask the student to predict the

.likely value on the variable for that case.

EXAMPLE:

If the student has identified the facto-rs that affect

rtg, growing, then ask "Do.you think they can grow

rice in Florida?"

REASON FOR USEL.

This forces the student to use the factors he has

accumulated in a predictive way.

RULE 17: .6i what AEI the relevant factors 12 consider

If 1) the student can't make a prediction,

then 2) ask the student what are the relevant'factors

to consider.

EXAMPLE:

Ask the student "If you can't predict whether they grow

rice in Florida, what factors do you need to consider?"

REASON FOR USE:

This teaches the student to ask the right questions in

trying to make reasonable predictions about new cases.

RULE 18: Question prediction made without =owl

information

18
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If 1) a student makes a prediction as to the value of the

dependent variable on the basis of some set of

factors, and
4r1:-

2) there is another value consistent with that set of
- .

factors,

then 3) ask the student why not the other value.

EXAMPLE:

If the student predicts they grow wheat in Nigeria

because it is fertile and warm, ask him why not

rice.

REASON FOR USE:

This forces the student not.to jump to conclusions

without enough information.

RULE 19: point o irrelevant factors

If 1) the student asks about the value of an irrelevant

factor in trying to make a prediction,

then 2) point 'out the factor is irrelevant, or

3) ask whether the irrelevant factor affects the

dependent variable.

EXAMPLE:

If the student asks whether,Denver or Salt Lake City is

furthef west in trying to decide which has the

colder temperature, then point out that longitude doesn't

matter, or ask whether longitude affects temperature,

REASON FOR USE:

This forces the student to learn what is irrelevant, as

23
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well as what is relevant, in making any decision.

RULE 20: Point QUI tnc,onsistent !prediction

If 1) a student makes a prediction about the dependent

variable inconsistent with any of the values of the

factors discussed,

then 2) point out the inconsistency, or

3) ask whether the value of the factor discussed is

consistent ylth hi's prediction about the dependent

variable.

EXAMPLE:

If the student predicts they grow rice in Spain after the

doeheas of the climate has been discussed, either

point out that a dry climate is incompatible with rice

unless there is irrigation, or ask how he thinks they can

grow rice when the climate is so dry.

- REASON FOR USE:

This reminds the student to consider allk the relevant

factors in making a prediction, and insures he

understands the relation between the factor and the

dependent variable.

\RULE 21: & Lac consideration 2'$ possible value

1),there is a value on the dependent variable

that has not-been considered and which either is
4

consistent with.seviral factors or important to

consider a priori,

. 2.1
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then 2) ask the student to consider that value.

EXAMPLE:

If the student hasn't considered elce as a

possible grain in Nigeria,,ask him to "consider it.

REASON FOR USE:

this forces the student to actively consider alternatives

inmaking any prediCtion.

RULE 22: Test, ru constlteocv with 4 Riven hypothesis

If 1) a particular value on the dependent variable is

being 'considered, and

2) the values of one of more relevant factors have

been discussed, but

3). whether these values are consistent with the

particular value of the dependent variable has

not been discussed,

then 4) pick one or more of the factors that are

consistent with the dependent variable and ask

if they are consistent, or

5) pick one or more of the factors that are

inconsistent with the dependent variable

and ask if they are consistent.

EXAMPLE:

If the hot climate and rainfall in Java has been

discussed, the student can be asked "Is the heavy

rainfall in Java consistent witgrowing wheat?"

or "IS the hot climate and heavy rainfall

2;;
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consistent with growing rice?"

REASON FOR USE:

This tests whether the student understands the functional

relations between the various factors and the dependent.

variable. .

RULE 23: Ams Lu,consideratiOn a relevant raptorS

If 1) a student makes a wrong prediction in a particular

case, or

2) cannot make a prediction,

then 3) pick the most relevant factor not disculizerd

and

4) ask student what the valye of that

factor is for the particular case.

EXAMPLE:

If,the student predicts that the average temperature

is very hot in Buenos Aires, ask if he knows what the

latitude of Buenos Aires is.

REASON FOR USE:

This forces the student to consider relevant factors

in making a prediction, and elicits whether

a mistake is due to wrong information about a

case, or a mistake about how the dependent

variable varies with different factors.

2
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DATA ON WHICH THE THEORY IS BASED

In this:section I have included segments of some of the

dialogues I tive been looking at In order to specify the

various tutoring strategies used in the Socratic method.

Each 'ride from the previous section that, is used in one of

the dialogues is indicated in parentheses. Often the tutor

is not applying one of the tutoring strategies but answering

a student's question or further specifying a question.

Sometimes, however, he may be applying a strategy that has

not yet been incorporated into the theory, through ignorance

or oversight:

Tables 1 and 2 show fragments of /two of the dialogues I
/

conducted to teach different causal inter4dependenciet in

,geography (Collins et. al., 1975). These dialogues show

heavy use of the counterexample strategies (Rules 6 & 8) and

the strategies directed towards getting the student to make

predictions using the factors he accumulated. The student

appeared to be learning a great deal in these dialogues as

is deCailed in Collins, et al.

Table 1 includes fragments from a dialogue about

grain-growing (in

conducted with

particular, rice, wheat, and corn)

rather sophisticated Atudent. -The
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Table 1

Fragments of a dialogue on growing grain (Collins et al., 1975)

1 Where in North America do you think rice might be

grown? (Rule 1: .Ask about a known case)

2 S: Louisiana.

3 T: Why thel'e? (Rule 2: Ask for any factors)

4 S: Places where there is'a lot of water. I think rice

requires the ability to selectively flood .fields...

a

5 T: O.K. Do you think there's a lot of rice in, say,

Washington and Oregon? (Rule 6: Pick a counterexample

for an insufficient factor)

6 Aha, I don't think so.

7 T: Why? (Rule 2: Ask for any factors)

8 There's a lot of water up there too, but there's. two

reasons. First the climate isn't conducive, and

second, .1 don't think the land is flat enough. You've

got to have flat land so you can flood a lot of it,

unless you terrace it.

2d
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9 T: What about Japan? (Rule 8: Pick a counterexample for

an unnecessary factor)

10 S: Yeah, well they have this elaborate technology. I

suppose far terracing land so they can flood it

selectively even though its tilted overall.

(section omitted)

11 T: Apo you think they might grow rice in Florida? (Rule'

16: Ask,for a prediction about an unknown case)

12 S: Yeah, I guess they could, if there were an adequate

fresh water supply. Certainly a nice, big, flat area.

(section omitted)

13 T: What kind of grains do you think they grow in Africa,

and where; then? (Pause) Well, where would they grow

7ice if they grew it anywhere? (Rule 16 again)

14 S: If they grew it anywhere, I suppose they'd grow it in

the Nile region, and they'd grow it in 'the tropics

where there was an adequate terrain for it.

(section omitted)



15 T: What do you think they live on (in West Africa)? (Rule

16 again)

'16 8: guise they grow some kind of grain in Wiit Africa.

17 T: What kind. is most likely?

18 S: Wheat.

19 T: You think wheat is the most likely grain?

20 5: Wheat or some combination of wheat and rice if they

can grow it, and I suppose they could. I don't really

know much about the geOgraphy there, but I suppose

there are places, like Nigeria is pretty damn fertile..

21 T: O.K. its fertile but what other qualities? Is the

temperature warm or cold? (Rule 23: Ask, for

consideration of different factors)

22 S: Yeah,''the climate's temperate and...

23 T: Do they have rain or not? (Rule 23 again)

24 3: Yeah..

30
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25 T: They have a lot of rain. O.K. What do those kind of

configurations predict, as far as grain? (Rule 16

again)

26 S: Rice.



beginning section of Table 1 (lines 1-10) illustrates the

use of both counterexample strategies. In one case (line 5)

the tutor chose Washington and Oregon because they have a

lot of water but no rice; in the other caselline 9) he

chose Japan because it is mountainous, but has rice. In the

first case enough water was not sufficient for growing rice;

in the second case flat land*waseot necessary for growing

rice.

The next three segments of Table' 1 show the tutor

asking for predictions about unknown cases (lines 11, 13 and

15) after the student had developed the, structure of

causality about rice-growing depicted in Fig. 1. In the

last case the student incorrectly predicted that wheat is

grown in Nigerie, so the tutor asked him to consider the

relevant factors one by one. After doing this the student

changed his prediction to rice, which was correct.

Table 2 shoe's the middle of a dialogue onlippulation

density with a less sophisticated student than the one

above:NTo get this student to think. about the relevant

factors, it was often necessary to use a strategy of picking

a case which nas an extreme wrong value on one of the

factors that affects the dependent variable (i.e.

32
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Table 2

Fragments from the middle of a'dialogue on

population density (Collins et al, 1975).

1 T: In Northern Africa is there a large population density

there? (Rule 9: Pick a case with an extreme wrong

value)

In Northern Africa'rI think there is.

3 T: Well there is in the Nile valley, but elsewhere there

is not. Do you 'have any idea why not? (Rule 12; Probe

for a necessary factor)

S: Because its not good for cultivating purposes?

5 1% Its not good for agriculture?

6 S: Yeah.

7 T: And do you know why? (Rule 4: Ask for prior factors)

8 S: Why?

9 T: Why is the farming at a disadvantage?

29
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10 S: Because its dry.

11 T: Right.

(section omitted)

12 T: Do you know why there is sparse_ population in Tibet

now? (Rule 9 again)

13 S: Because its desert

14 T: No.

15 S: No? I don't know. Oh you said it was mountainous.

16 T: Very mO4ainous.

17 S: So it isn't good farmland.

18 T: OK. It's very tough to farm when you have mountains

there. You only have valleys to farm in. O.K. Now

do you think its very dense in Alaska? (Rule 9 again)

19 S: No.

20 T: Why? (Rule 2: Ask for any factors)

3.1
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21 S: f would imagine because of the cold.

22 T: The cold climate. And why does a cold climate...?

(Rule 3: Ask for intermediate factors)

23 S: There again you would have the problem of farming and

agriculture.

24 T: O.K. And are there possibly other-reasons why a cold

climate leads to low density? (Rule 3 again)

25 S: Yeah. You would use up more heat and furl. They

wouldn't think of it as a desirable place to locate.

4

3;;
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population denaity). Thus, northern Africa (line 1) was

dhosen to elicit discussion about water, Tibet (line 12) to

elicitkdiscussion about mountains, and Alaska (line 18) to

elicit diacuaeion about cold climate. The extreme value in

each case forced the student to payattention to a relevant

factor she was ignoring.

In the dia9Uaaion abOut Alaska, the tutor's probing for

various meitiite and prior factors led the student...to

'construct a somewhat complex network of causal

interconnections. In particular, the student suggbited that-

cold climate leads to low population denaity by three causal

chains: one throdgh agricultural problems, one through fuel

midst nd one through people's desire not to !settle in cold

climat . Earlier two other factors, dryness and mountains,

had been causally'linked to agricultural problems. This

illuatratea the complex interconnections that can occur

among causal ^Plains.

Table 3 is a hypothetical dialogue developed by

Anderson (1972) to illustrate the power of the Socratic

method as a teaching strategy. What is most important about

the teaching strategies in this dialogue is the way they

force the student to use hypothesis formation and testing as

systemat c? strategies for reasoning about causal

dependenciea.
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Table 3
k

A hypothetical dialogue by R.C. Anderson (1972)

1 T. Which is likely to, have the coldest winter days,

Newfoundland or Montana? (Rule 'ID:. Pose a misleading

choice where a secondary factor'overrides:.the primary

factor)

2 S. Newfoundland.

3 T. Please give your reasons for answering Newfoundland.

(Rule 2: Ask for any factors)

4 S. Newfoundland is further north.

5 T. Yes, Newfoundland is further north than Montana1 Are

you arguing, then, that if you take any two places in

the Northern Hemisphere, the one which is further

north will have the; lower average winter temperature?

(Rule 5: Formulate a general rule for an insufficient

factor)

6 21-. Yes, I' guess so.

7 T. I'll tell you now that Montana has lower average

winter temperatures than 4ewfoundlind. Does this fact

3'1
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cause you to change your reasoning? (Rule 12: Ask for

another necessary factor)

8 S. Yes.

T. In what way?

10 S. Being further north.isn't as important as I thought.

11 T. Please try tc, be more precise. Would you, for

instance, say that if you take any two places in the

Northern Hemisphere, the one furthest sou has the

colder winter temperatures? (Rule 11: Spec4fy the

relationship between a factor and the var able)

12 S. No, I wouldn't say that.

13 T. What would you say? (Rule 11 again)

14 S.-I'm not sure.

15 T. Would you say that how far north a place is has, no

effect on temperature? (Rule 11 again)

16 S. No, I know it has some effect.

33
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17 T. Yes, you're right. Distance north does affect

temperature, so what do you conclude? (Rule 12 again)

18 S. I don't understand the question.

19 T. You know that how rar north a place is situated, is

one factor that affects the ter0erature. Yet, you

also know that, even though it is further north,

,Newfoundland has higher average winter temperatures

than Montana. What Must this mean? (Rule 12 again)

20 S. Some other factor besides north-south distance must

alio affect temperature.

21 T. Yes! Right! What could this factor be?

22 S. I don't have any idea.

.23 T. Why don't you look at your map of North America. Do

you see any differences between Montana and

Newfoundland? (Rule 14: Ask for differences between

two eases)

24 S. Montana is in the centre of the country. Newfoundland

is vu the ocean.

39
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25 T. What do you mean by "in the centre of the country ?"

26 S. s a long way from the ocean.

27 T. Do you suppose that distance from the ocean affects

temperature?
r

'28 S. I'm not sure. It would just be a guess.

29 T. True! The name for such a guess is hypothesis.

Supposing the hypothesis were correct, what exactly

would you predict? (Rule 11. again)

30.S. The further.a place is from_ the ocean, the lower the

temperature will be in the winter.

ti

31 T. How could yoU0,est your hypothesis? (Rule 15: Aak ror

a test of hypothesis about a factor)

32*S. By comparing temperatures of places different

distances from the ocean.

33 T. Very good. Let's do that. Suppose we take SL. Louis,

Missouri. Which would be best to compare, Atlanta,

Georgia, or Washangton, D C ' (Rule 15 again)



34 S. I'm not sure.

35 T. Why don't you look at your map? Mayb"e that Will help

36 S.

you deckde.

would pick Washington.

37 T. Why?
`-;,-----7

38 S. Because it's at the same latitude as St. Louis.

39 T. Why is that importan?

40 S. Well, if Atlanta were warmer, I wouldn' _know whether

it was" because it was nearer thel ocean or further

south.

41 T. Good thinking.

41
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In Table 3 the initial question by the tutor was

designed to entrap the student into saying that Newfoundland
4t4i

s colder'than Montana, because its latitude is further

north, when in fact Newfoundland is warmer, because of the

ocean. A similar kind of entrapment occurred in.one of my

dialogues, where the question was designed to elicit a wrong

prediction abOut the value of the dependent variable:

(T) Is it very hot along the coast here? (points to Peruvian

Coast near the equator) (Rule 10: Pose a misleading

question where a secondary factor overrides the primary

factor.)

(S) I don't remember.

(T) No. It turns out there's a very cold current coming up

along the coast; and it bumps against Peru, and tends to

make the coastal area cooler, although' its near the

equator.

Like the counterexample and extreme value strategies this

strategy involves the careful selection of cases to bring up

certain factors.

In line 5 the tutor formulated a general rule, which

was incorrect, by suggesting that the insufficient factor

(latitude) mentioned by the student was sufficient to

determine the dependent variable, temperature (Rule 5). This

strategy is an alternative to selecting a counterexample by

42
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Rule 6 ("London is fupther north than New'York and yet it's

warmer") or telling the student he is wrong and asking for

another factor that affects temperature (Rule 12). Though

it djd not occur in any of the dialogues, there muSt also be

the possibility of formulating a general rule (Rule 7) by

asserting that an unnecessary factor the student mentions is

,necessary.

When the student agreed to the genei.al rule, the tuto

,pointed out the error (line 7) and started ;a series of

questions designed to force the student to figure out that

distance from the ocean affects temperature. By applying.

Rule 12 in line 7 and again in lines 17 and 19, the tutor

tried to get the student to hypothesize another factor that

might account for his error in prediction. In lines 11, 13,

and 15 he tried to test the student's understanding of the

relatioap between latitude and temperature (Rule 11).

Finally, in line 23 he asked the student to consider what

differences-between the two cases might account for the

effect on the dependent variable (Rule 14), and tAis

succeeded in eliciting distance from, the ocean.

The tutor then tried to get the student to test the

hypothesis he had formulated; first by asking a very general

question (lie 31), and then a quite specific question (line

33). In lines 35, 37, and 39 the tutor appears to be using

variations of several of the rules (Rules '14, 2, and 4



respectively) with a dependent variable something like "good,

vs. bad comparison in order to test the effect of distance

from the ocean," but it is not clear to me how to fit the

rules above, or any other rules, to, the three questions.

This failure suggests that the rules as presently formulated

are too 'close to the surface structure of the dialogue.

The hypothetical dialogue by R.C. Anderson in Table 4

illustrates the use of the Socratic strategy for tutoring

mo causation. It shows an extended use of,,otwo similar

cases to elicit causal factors that can account for the

student's assertion that the cases differ on the dependent

variable (i.e. whether the rebels should be admired or

not). A. similar extended comparison of two cases occurred

in a dialogue on population density (Collins et al., 1975)

where the comparison was between Java with high density and

other Indonesian islands with low density. Comparison of

cases is intrinsic to the Socratic strategy, and similar

cases that have different values on the dependent variable

usually require the most extensive elaboration of the

underlying causal structure to explain.

Figure 2 shows the causal structure that was derived by

the, student during the dialogue. I have depicted it here to

4- 4.1
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PEOPLE WHO
FIGHT FOR THEIR

RIGHTS

LAW IS
UNJUST

DISENABLES

CAUSE PEOPLE TO
BE SUPPORTED
AND ADMIRED

DISENABLES

PEOPLE'S ACTION
IS WRONG

DISENABLES

CAUSE

PEOPLE
BREAK THE

LAW

EXPLANATION

CAUS LEADS TO
CHAOS

AUSE,

Fig. 2 The causal ,structure built up by the student

during the dialogue in Table 4.
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help explain how the Socratic rules were applied in this

dialogue fragment.. There are two aspects of the diagram

that differ from Fig. 1: the 'explanation, link and the

disenabling link, both of which relate causal links to other
J

*-nodes. In a more detailed representation these two kinds of

links would be attached to causal nodes with antecedent and

consequent links (see Norman, Rumelhart, & the LNR research

group, 1975). Tfie explanation link is a formalism to allow

for expansionof any causal link into its intermediate

steps, which the student was forced to do by one of the

teacher's questions. The notion of disenablement derives

from Abelson (1973), and was necessary to characterize the

way the student treated certain concepts as negating other

causal dependencies.

The dialogue starts with the teacher picking a well

known case, the American revolution, and asking for the

value of the dependent variable "which side to support." The

student said he would support the American side, because

they fought for their rights. This established the first

causal dependency in Fig. 2. In line 5, as in the earlier

dialogue, the tutor formulated the student's explanation as

a general rule, altering slightly the dependent variable

from "support" to "admire". Again the student agreed with

4.1
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Axhypothetical dialogue by R.C. Anderson (1972)

1 T: If you'd been alive during the American' Revolution,

which side would you have been on? (Rule 1: Ask about

the value or the dependent variable for a known case)

2 S: The American side

3 T: Why? (Rule 2: Ask for any factors)

4 S: They were fighting for their rights.

5 T: You admire people who fight for their rights. Is that

true? (Rule 5: Formulate a general rule for an

insufficient factor)

6 S: Yes.

7 T: How about the young men who broke into the draft

office and burned the records? Do you admire them?

(Rule 6: Pick a counterexample to the general rule)

7

8 S: No, what they did was wrong.

9 T: I thought you said you admired people who fight for

4
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their rights; so why don't you admire the draft

reststors? (Rule 21: Ask for consideration of a'

possible value)

10 S: I do admire them in a certain sense, Vut what they did

was wrong.

11 T: What was wrong about it? (Rule 4: Ask for prior

factors)

12 S: They broke the law.

13 T: Why is that wrong? (Rule 3: Ask for intermediate

factors)

14 S: It Obvious. If everyone broke the law *there would

be chaos.

15 T: You are saying that what the draft resistors did was

wrong because they broke the law. The American

revolutionaries broke the laws, too. Therefore, to be

consistent, you would have to say that what they did

was wrong. (Rule 6: Pick a counterexample for' an

insufficient factor)

16 S: That was different. Those were unjust laws. They
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didn't recognize the authorit' of the government of

that time.

17 T: The draft resistors say that the war in Viet' Nam is

immoral. They say that they have the right, in fact a

moral obligation, to defy the laws that support this

war. .(Rule 6 again).

18 S: I don't think Viet Nam is such a good thing, but you

just can't have inlividuals deciding which laws they

are going to obey. /

19 T: So, you would say the American revolutionaries should

have followed the law. (Rule 20: Trace the

consequences,of an inconsistent prediction)

20 S: Yes, I guess so.

21 T: If they had obediently followed all the laws we might

not- have had the American Revolution. Is that right?

(Rule 20 again)

22 S: Yes.

23 T: They should have obeyed the laws even if they believed

they were unjust. Is that right? (Rule 20 again)

4)
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2k S: I'm not -sure. I suppose I have to say yes.

25 T: In other words what the American revolutionaries did

was wrong. That's true isn't it? (Rule 20 again)

26 S: No, damn it.' They were in the right. They were

fighting for their liberty. They didn't have any

voice in the government. There was taxation without

representation.

27 T: So you would say that peOple do have a right to

disobey laws' if they don't have a voice in the

government? (Rule 5: Formulate a general rule for an

insufficient factor)

28 S: Yes

29 T: The draft resistors don't have a voice in the

government. According to what you have said, this

means they do have a right to disobey the draft laws.

Is that true? (Rule 6 again)

30 S: No. We have a democracy. The President and Congress

are elected by the people. Therefore, the draft

resistors are represented. They do have a voice.



the general principle,but instead of telling the student he

was wrong, the tutorresponded with a counterexample. He

chose as a counterexample a group of people e student was

not likely to admire, but who were f ing for their

rights. In order to deal with this counterexample the

student declared that the causal dependency above was

disenabled when the people's actiome were wrong. This

established the first disenablement in Fig. 2.

The tutor further elaborated the student's causal

structure by several "why" questions that established the

notion that breaking the law leads to actions being wrong.

Then the tutor in line 15 brought up the American

revolutionaries as a counterexample, because they too brOke

the law, though the student did not regard,their actions as

wro To deal with this counterexample, the student

developed the disenablement that unjust laws are all right

to break. Then the tutor in line 17 returned again to the

draft resistors as a counterexample, because they too broke

what they considered to be unjust laws. At this point the

student temporarily gave up the disenablement he had

proposed. But in tracing the consequences of the causal

structure built up (lines 19-25), he realized that another

disenabling conditiop ("the p ople having no voice in the

government" together with "un ust laws") will differentiate

the American revolutionaries from draft resistors. Thus the

dialogue ended with a partial victory by the student, and the
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development of a complicated causal .structure.

Tables 5 and 6 show two short dialogues with the

Sodratic system (Swets & Feurzeig, 1965): in the,finst the

student tries to identify the disease o'f a patient given

various symptoms and in the second he.tries to identify a

random letter of the alphabet given various features. This

was a CAI system developed to force the student to reason

lirith causal dependencies he had already learned, such as

goes on in medical diagnosis. This system is particularly

rich in strategies for dealing with predictions by .the

student, and, in particular, forcing him to consider

relevant factors, to ignore irrelevant factors, and to

consider alternative hypotheses.

Table 5 is from the middle of a dialogue where the

student had earlier collected a large amount o.f data about

the particular case. The fragment starts out by testing the

student's ability to make a prediction about the dependent

variable for this case, where the correct solution is

unknown. There are two rather nice strategies that occurred

after this. One strategy (line 9) involved asking the

student to, consider a hypothesis about the dependent

variable other) than the one generated by the student



Table 5

Dialogue with the Socratic System on medical diagnosis,

(Swets & Feurzeig, 1965)

I

1 T: We've got a fair amount of information -- at least

enough to raise some, perhapt several, diagnostic

possibilities. Have you any in mind? (Rule 16: Ask

for'a prediction about an unknown case)

2 S: Yes.

3 T: Name one.

4 S: Pulmonary infarction.

(

5 T: Fine. Pleural pain, dyspnea, fever and the physical

'exam signs and symptoms are certainly consistent with

pulmonary infarction. Do you think that shaking

chills and the presence of, rusty sputum further

support this diagnosis? (Rule 22: Test for consistency

with a given hypothesis)

6 S: No.

7 T: Right. Though the white count is consistent, isn't

it? (Rule 22 Again)
4

1
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8 S: No.

9 T: Wrong. The white count is consistent. This sh uld

further support your diagnosis. We've considered one

possibility. Do you have another diagnosis in mind?

(Rule 16 again)

10 S: No.

11 T: In that case I'd like to talk about viral pneumonia.

(Rule 21: Ask for consideration of a possible value).

The tachycardia, high WBC, elevated respiratory rate,

shaking.ohIlls, bloody sputum; and severe pleural pain

all lend weight to that diagnosis -- right? (Rule 22:

Test for inconsistency with a given hypothesis)

12 S: Yes

13 T: You're way off base. There's not an iota of truth to

any part of what I just said; in fact, the opposite nr

what I said iS true. You'd better review some

elementary medicine, doctor.

5 I



himself. The other strategy (lines.51 7, and 11) involved

asking the student to,ponsider whether various Symptbms (or

factors) were consistent with the value of the dependent

variable being considered. Both of these strategies tested

the student's knowledge.of how different factors relate, to

different values of the dependent variable.

In Table 6 three other strategies occurred which teach

important reasoning skills, One strategy (lines 9 and 11)

questions any predictions that are made without enough

information. lnotherb strategy (line 13) questions the

student if he asks about nformation that is irrelevant to

predicting the value of the dependents variable he third
1 .

strategy (line 17) . points out when a prediction is

inconsistent with the Factors that have been discussed.

These three strategies stress the skills of asking the right

questions and not jumping to a conclusion too quickly.

CONCLUSIONS

The theory has taken the particular shape it currently

has because of the particular dialogues that were available

to me for analysis. There is a need to look at a wider

range of dialogues, such as the Meno itself, In order to

obtain a more complete set of rules. 'Furthermore, because

5;;
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Table 6

A dialogue with the Socratic System to identifya letter

(Swets & Feurzeig, 1965)

.1 T: Start when ready.

2 VES?

3 :,One.

4 S: LOOSE ENDS?

T: Two.

6 S: OBLIQUES?

7 T: Zero.

8 S: C.

9 T: You don't have enough informatio

right answer. How do you know

example? (Rule 18: Question a pr

enough information)

10 S: J.

cm
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11 T: You don't have enough informatiOn,yet. How do you know

it isn't CI for example? (Rule 18 again)

12 S: HORIZONTALS?

13 T: Zero. That was a wasted question. It did not eliminate

any possibilities. (Rule 19: Point out irrelevant

factors)

14 S: VERTICALS?

15 T: Zero. Good question.

16 G.

17 T: Wrong. Your guess is inconsistent with the information

you've been given. You must have forgotten that the

right letter hasn't any horizontal lines. The letter

you guessed can't be right - it has too many loose

ends. (Rule 20: Point out an inconsistent prediction)



have not seen enough instances- of each rulei the

characterizations. of the rules that exist are not likely to

be in the most general form possible.

As the rules developed a general structure began to,

emerge., The first set of .,rules (Rule 1-15) teach the

student to formulate general principles from specific, known

cases, while the second set (Rules 16-23) teach the student

to apply gatiihly principles that he has learned

(abstracted) to unknown cases. Further, within the firSt
,01

set there is a structure among the three kinds of "Why"

questions that ,ask for factors (Rules 2, 3, and 4). There

is also a parallel structure between the ,three kinds of

rules for handling unnecessary vs. insufficient factors

(i.e., Rules 5, 6, and 12 parallel Rules 71 8, and 13).

Where such structure emerges,`. it is possible to specify

rules (as Was done for Rules 7 and 13) even though they have

not occurred in the data.

In order to make the theory in any sense a complete

theory, it isiclearly unnecessary to pursue the search for

greater structure through further data analysis. In

particular, the lack of any structure among the rules for

applying known principles to unknown cases emphasizes their

tentative nature. One important possibility is that there

may be one-to-one correspondence between the formulation

rules (Rules 1-15) and the application rules (Rules 16 -23).
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In faCt, Ru14,1 in this sense corresponds to Rule 16; one

asks -about the dependent variable:for a known case and the

other for an unknown case. 'Trying to construct such a

correspondence will turn up obvious omissions in the

databased theory presented here. For example,' because

there is a rule (Rule 19) for handling irrelevant factors

among the application rules, it suggests there must be some

such rule in the formulation rules though there is none

currently. Though the theory's origin is mired in inelegant

data, it -may yet find elegance through structure.
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teaching strategies used by the tutors in the dialogues withi
a content-independent formalsim.

The paper includes twenty-three production rules derived from
the data analyzed, together with segments of the data showing
the actual application of the rules in different tutorial
dialogues. The strategies themselves teach students: (1)
information about different cases, (2) the causal dependencies
that underlie these cases, and (3) a variety of reasoning
skills., These include such abilities as forming hypotheses,
testing(hypotheses, distinguishing between necessary and
sufficient conditions, making uncertain predictions, determin-
ing the reliability or limitation of these predictions, and
asking the,r211* questions when there is not enough
information to make a prediction.
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